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Musica Globus – Live
Miloš Valent, Jan Rokyta & Solamente Naturali
The program "Musica Globus" is a symbiosis of Georg Philipp Telemann's compositions and songs and
dances from slovak, moravian, german and english baroque manuscripts. The natural and unforced
connection between compositions from nobleman's court and rustic tunes from imagined folk "below the
castle" is inspired by a three-month stay of Telemann in Upper Silesia.
Dances from Georg Philipp Telemann are combined with manuscripts from
the region of Bratislava, such as the collection "Uhrovec" from 1730. The
ethnic concert program was performed by multi-instrumentalists who use
canto, violin, viola, violoncello, double bass, cimbalom, recorders, duduk,
clarinet, daf, gong, triangel and harpsichord. The powerful live recording
was made within the Radio Bremen festival "Harmonien der Welt" that took
place in July 2012 at Sendesaal Bremen.
Solamente Naturali were founded in 1995 by the baroque violinist and art
director of the ensemble Miloš Valent. Thanks to the rare symbiosis of
baroque specialization, strong folklore fundament, as well as an intrinsic
musical instinct, Valent is a personality who, as player as well as arranger,
connects the worlds of folklore- and classical music.
The soloist of the program is the czech musician Jan Rokyta. He premiered many pieces for cimbalom and he is
performing reguraly with early music ensembles as well as contemporary music ensembles. In „Musica Globus“
Rokyta uses besides his main instruments cimbalom and recorders, also canto and oriental wind instruments. His
arrangement of the moravian ballad "Captured in wood" appears on this CD for the first time.
This live recording is probably the most faithful and natural rendition of the program "Musica Globus". "Musica
Globus – Live" was released in the series „radio@bremenradiohall“. High resolution audio files up to 24 bit from
FLAC to MP3 are also available for download on eClassical.com.
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